
Corporate Learning 
Platform
Motivate Employees, Supercharge 
Upskilling and Develop Talent as 
your competitive edge



  Finally, a Learning Platform that gets you. How do we do it?

Learn about the learner - their interests, skillsets and career goals.

Surface learning resources in the flow of work, so employees get the right 
information to get the job done, at the right time.

Help you harness the potential of social learning.

Drive accountability with measurable outcomes.
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Curricula Helps L&D Professionals Drive Successful Talent Programs

Personalized Portal: Employees can easily 
view their calendar, training schedules, 
notification and more from one place.

Modern Collaborative Hybrid Learning: 
Leverage collaborative tools such as video 
chats, social networking, blogs, forums and 
more for hybrid learning.

We make learning collaborative and impactful. Keep learning goals on track with 
personalized portal and journeys to access learning content, manage assignments and 
connect with peers and educators.

The following comparison shows what features and functionality is currently available with 
native Microsoft M365 learning solutions – VIVA Learning, LinkedIn Learning, Microsoft LEARN 
vs MaivenPoint Curricula LMS platform for Corporate Learning: 

Right Sized Learning Programs: are flexibly structured into bite-sized hybrid courses or 
lessons through mobile learning, question banks, and Wikis. Personalized learning paths 
can be created based on every individuals’ learning needs or interests.

Globally Scalable Yet Locally Relevant: Curricula helps you scale programs globally in 
one virtual environment, while allowing you to localize content regionally. 

Product Comparison
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Microsoft out of the box VS MaivenPoint Curricula
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Curricula Simplifies Workplace Learning Within M365 & Teams

Curricula’s SaaS LMS is deeply integrated with Microsoft 365 Teams organisations to 
enhance the ease of learning in the flow of work. 

Easily search for materials within your enterprise environment, flexibly structured 
to various work teams, and collaborate and discuss about topics contextually and 
relevantly.

Curricula also integrates with Zoom to conduct online meetings and provide virtual 
classes through Microsoft Teams. 

Instantly allocate 
training materials 
to relevant 
employee groups

Track the ROI of 
your L&D initiatives 
and drive talent 
development goals

Take charge of your professional development and thrive in a dynamic 
learning environment

https://www.linkedin.cn/incareer/company/MaivenPoint
https://www.twitter.com/MaivenPoint

